
Sandra Hastings was

looking forward to a

career in social work

until a joke comment

on Facebook about her

children saw her go from

someone training to be a

social worker to someone

deemed in need of one

he experience I have been through
has left me feeling sullied. Had it
happened to someone else I
would feel outrage on their behalf,
but as it has happened to me I feel

only a raw emptiness that I am hoping will ease
with time.

Let me explain. When I first decided to be a
social worker I received mixed responses. A few
people asked if I was mad. A few, like me, felt it
was the obvious choice for me given my life
experiences up to that point. I began in 2013 full
of naïve optimism. Five months of lectures saw
me collecting results I could not have dreamed
of achieving at Masters Level. 

Observations during the professional
placement that followed described my practice
as being among the most outstanding ever
witnessed. I had found my niche, although
politically I struggled with ‘statutory’ social
work. I knew very quickly the third sector is

where I
wanted to make my

professional home, post-qualifying.
Only now I will not qualify. I withdrew from

the course after my professional suitability was
called into question, and more personally and
painfully, my parenting. The heinous crime that
I committed? An ill-judged social network
status update posted in one of those hair-
pulling moments when bickering children
simply drive you to distraction. My status said,
“please reassure me that occasionally
threatening to smash your kids’ heads in is
normal”. Harsh? Perhaps. Harsh in the same
was as threatening to staple them to the chair if
they get up from the dinner table just one more

time,
or threatening to

chop their fingers off if they
continue to pick their nose. Harsh, but

unthinkable in reality. A cartoon threat of
violence. I only left the status up for around ten
minutes - not because of any fear it could be
taken seriously but because I didn’t want to give
the wrong impression of my children’s
behaviour. They can be high-spirited like all pre-
teens but ‘one of those days’ is rare and I did
not want anyone to think that they must have
been simply awful to push me to that point.
That point simply does not exist. It has never
existed with my own children nor the children I
fostered together with my ex-husband. Not even
when my house was being smashed up by angry
teenagers who had been placed with us did that
point even show on the radar.

Yet someone screen-printed that status and
six weeks later (the day after we buried my
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to be squeaky clean. Like impossibly clean
because you can never know what could be
used against you. You can never safely use social
media as goodness knows who could be
offended and use it against you. No opinions,
no humour. No room for common sense. The
term ‘political correctness’ was undoubtedly
created for social workers and is akin to the
‘thought control’ of Communist China. I
cannot live like that. I am me. I am the sum of
the experiences that have made me and it is

those experiences that would have made me a
damned good social worker had I been free to
be myself. That freedom is something that
simply does not exist within social work today.

And as for the fear. If I, an intelligent
educated woman, an experienced foster carer
and adoptive parent who has met and worked
with numerous social workers, if I could be so,
so frightened at the thought of one knocking
on my door to judge me and my parenting, how
on earth must someone whose life is not so
together or stable feel with the threat of social
services hanging over them? Because no matter
how well a social worker is trained, no matter
how sympathetic and supportive they may be,
no one wants to need one. No one would
choose to have a social worker in their lives.
They are there to assess needs and ultimately to
judge, regardless of how it is presented. 

As it happens, the knock on my door never
did come. Clearly whoever received the report

recognised the status for the joke it was
intended to be and no action was deemed
necessary. But I don’t ever want to be that
person, the one who even the thought of can
reduce a grown woman to a broken mess,
throwing up with anxiety.

The outcome of the Professional Suitability
Hearing was a written warning placed in my
university file. The warning will remain on my
file indefinitely as my withdrawal means I will
be unable to ‘demonstrate improvement’. I was
described as “antagonistic” and “defensive”.
Clearly they regarded my crimes as indefensible
and my protests were seen as aggressive and
challenging. I made mistakes. I apologised. I
produced reflective writing to show that I was
aware of the dangers of social media and that I
had learned from the experience. Nothing I
could have done would have satisfied them that
I would not make the same mistakes again. 

I already felt I had been as careful as possible.
My Facebook account was under my nickname,
my posts were only visible to close friends and I
had reduced my total friend count by 75%
when I started the course. I believed I was
careful. I listened when we were told of our
duty to whistleblow – to report any action of
our peers that could bring the profession into
disrepute  – and I would have done had
anything caused me concern. Had I been using

my own behaviour as a benchmark I would
have been reporting “inappropriate”
comments, actions and behaviours of students
on an almost daily basis.

There are some fabulous social workers in
the world. Those who kept my children safe
from their birth family and placed them with
me and their dad to be adopted. Real people
who ten years ago had the freedom to be the
kind of social worker I wanted to be. Maybe
the right career but at the wrong time. I believe
there will soon be a shift within the profession.
The third sector is already picking up the slack
that the lack of funding in the statutory sector
leaves behind. That is where real social work
lies and where I still plan to make a
difference.
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partner’s father), they sent it to the course
leader who in turn sent it to the faculty leader
who, despite never having met me, felt it
indicated I was a potential threat to my
children and reported me to children’s services.
Suddenly I went from training to be a social
worker to living in absolute terror that one may
knock on my door and judge me to be an unfit
mother. 

I cannot even begin to describe to you the
fear I felt during that time. Panic does not
come close. Hysteria possibly skirts around the
edges. I don’t remember a whole lot about that
day other than I know I vomited. I know I
finally fell asleep in my mother’s arms like a
child bereaved while my partner looked on
helpless and my ex-husband raged that anyone
could question my parenting of our children.
He protested directly to the faculty leader who
ignored his calm reasoning.

It took weeks to stop jumping when the
phone rang, the doorbell went or when the
postman came. In addition to my status, two
other ‘crimes’ were reported. The first was a
comment made in response to a posting in a
closed Facebook group regarding a lecturer – an
unprofessional comment I accept, but given the
closed and private nature of the group (it was
open only to the 28 of us on the course) and
the tone of the majority of postings in there, I
felt I was in a ‘safe space’. The group had
previously been unknown to the teaching staff
but the reporting of my comment brought it to
the faculty's attention; I was later to be
reprimanded further for refusing to disclose
the full content as posted by my peers.

The second was my private blog which I
write anonymously, with only my friends

knowing me to be the author.
Apparently the information that I

shared was a breach of confidentiality as
I had written about adopting my children and
the circumstances of their birth. There was an
assumption that the names I used were real and
I was never asked to confirm or deny it. I
simply agreed to remove the postings as by this
stage I realised that I was under attack from an
unknown source who was clearly seeking to
discredit me by whatever means. My concerns
regarding this were dismissed as me not
accepting responsibility for my own behaviour.
Someone clearly did not like me and if the aim
was destroy me, it very nearly worked.  

A Professional Suitability Hearing was held
under university regulations. I did not attend as
I decided after this experience that social work
is not a profession I can be part of. How can I
choose a profession so riddled with paranoia
and associated with fear? I understand the
paranoia. Can you imagine another Baby P
situation where the social worker had one day
posted a status like mine? In any tragedy like
that it will always be the social worker who is
scapegoated and for that reason any worker has

I AM ME. I AM THE SUM OF THE
EXPERIENCES THAT HAVE MADE ME AND
IT IS THOSE EXPERIENCES THAT WOULD
HAVE MADE ME A DAMNED GOOD SOCIAL
WORKER HAD I BEEN FREE TO BE MYSELF

PSW

Sandra Hastings is director of a community
interest company for people with dementia
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